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GoldFax is First Fax Server Integrated with Samsung XOA MFPs 

Irvine, CA. – February 16, 2011:  DPD International today announced that their GoldFax network fax 

server software is fully integrated with Samsung’s new line of XOA MFP devices and is available 

immediately worldwide through Samsung MFP dealers.  It provides an easy to use interface to send 

faxes from any Samsung XOA enabled MFP without the need for a fax kit on the MFP or dedicated 

telephone line. Customers can connect an unlimited number of XOA MFPs over their existing IP network 

to their GoldFax server to share inbound and outbound fax lines for significant cost savings. 

“We are very happy with our partnership with Samsung, “said Tom Politowski, President of DPD 

International.  “It is an honor to be part of the Samsung team whose technical reputation and 

consistency of quality creates a great environment for innovation and growth of fax applications. The 

new Samsung XOA MFPs are exciting products and we expect them to be very successful with the price 

advantage GoldFax gives them over their competition. The Samsung sales, marketing and technical 

teams in North America and Europe are trained on GoldFax for Samsung XOA and the advantages it 

offers.” 

GoldFax for Samsung XOA delivers a secure fax capability for sending and receiving confidential 

documents.  Organizations will experience operational cost savings, an improvement in productivity and 

efficiency and enhanced security and compliance measures. 

Every business and organization is searching for ways to cut costs and for solutions that can provide 

immediate savings.  With GoldFax for Samsung XOA, managers can centrally control and manage fax 

activity added with the capability of sending, receiving and storing documents from desktops, MFPs or 

mobile devices.  The cost savings in paper, toner supplies and storage produces an ROI in less than one 

year. GoldFax also integrates easily with every document management system. 
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About DPD International:   

DPD, the makers of GoldFax, has been developing office and network software for 35 years.  Industry 

leading organizations have selected GoldFax for their critical fax document delivery solutions-including 

small, medium and Fortune 1000 companies, government and universities with over 1,000,000 end 

users worldwide.  For more information, visit www.goldfax.com or call DPD International at (714) 695-

1000. 
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